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Recent comments. When we got ours, we really did not know what to make of it, was it a
crawler, a street truck, a trail rig? Bashing Specs: Ground Clearance: 2. Until now Cross RC was
the only company to release a dually, and theirs is more crawler then street truck. We left
everything stock. Turning: Getting this big rig to whip around the corners is no problem with the
stock Savox servo. At the higher speeds the suspension really digs in giving you tons of control
in corners. On the trails, remember to make wide turns because this rig is long and needs more
room at slow speeds. As it comes out of the box, it can do is some light trialing. Why not just
have the diffs locked from the factory? Simple, the CEN Racing Dually is a street truck first and
foremost, locked diffs on the Dually would not allow the rig to turn as sharp making for horrible
performance on road. The Rear end of the truck likes to swing around but is easily controlled

with all 6 wheels powering through. Unlike a normal on-road truck the CEN Racing Dually sits
higher off the ground so small rocks and other road debris wont effect your rig while running.
With the Dually sitting higher the center of gravity is also higher which means the rig will be
more prone to tipping over, but this is where the extra two wheels come into play. Those extra
wheels make the rear end wider so rather then just tipping over like most scale rigs do at high
speeds, the CEN Racing Dually plants down on those two outer wheels giving you the traction
you need. We only managed to tip it over twice during our testing and one of those was driver
error. I preferred the torque over the speed, drifting around in the dually is a blast and to go
from that to doing some simple scale trials or hauling a trailer is more fitting for what we feel
this truck was built for. Grass : Normally when an on-road rig goes off into the grass you end up
doing the walk of shame, but with the CEN F, going through grass is now fun instead of
embarrassing. Those extra tires and height get you through the short stuff no problem. These
tires are a little on the hard side out of the box but once you get some runs on them, they start
to come around. Wheels and tires can make or break a truck, but this combo fits this rig like a
glove and looks amazing. Quick switch to the high-speed gear and a 3s lipo, the dually becomes
a monster of a rig as well was a drift king. If you plan on using the CEN Dually as a tow rig, then
we would suggest keeping it in the lower torque setting so you can get the full power of the
motor. It feels great in the hand and is light in weight. Features include digital trimming, steering
dual-rate adjustments, end point adjustments and built in failsafe. Broken parts: The mirrors
were my first guess to break, even after landing directly on its side a few times the mirrors are
still intact! Best Mod: Normally it is the servo I would say needs replacing but the stock Savox
servo is simply fine for this rig. If you want more of a trial truck, then locking the diffs and a nice
set of crawler tires would be good to start with. Adding cab marker lights would be a great mod
as well. Time to bash : B. Getting the Dually ready to hit the road takes no time at all. The body
fits perfectly on to the posts and there are no obstructions to get in the way. Just add batteries
and go. With the rig being so long all the components have more then enough room for one
another making it nice and open if you need you work on it. Out of the box the CEN dually could
be a shelf Queen, it looks that good. The licensed body along with the wheels and tires really
make this rig stand out from anything else. It could also use some lights. Bash-A-Bility: A. This
rig can take some punishment and looks good while doing it. After everything we put our CEN
Dually through it came out the other side looking for more. The Dually will twist on you in the air
if you do not hit a jump square, so make sure to line up your jumps if thats what you are going
to be doing with it. The sway bars on the CEN F really help with the handling of this rig. I think
with a slightly softer tire compound the Dually would do even better on-road. The stock tires
hookup best in loose dirt, gravel, and sand but on the pavement, they can break free. Value: A.
Parts Availability: C. Luckily the Dually uses a lot of the same parts from CEN Racings monster
trucks so getting parts online will be no issues. Local hobby shops on the other hand might not
have what you need, and will probably have to order them for you. Any rig that can survive our
testing is worth at least checking out. Did you catch the videos we did? Also check out our
unboxing video. Need to complete: You will need a battery and charger to get this rig rolling.
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